































• Say you are Starfleet Research and want to 
analyze warp drive performance (Coil Flux)









• Use optimized data management system 
for data loading & retrieval
• ... like a relational database
• ... like a analytics-optimized database
Solution?
• Use optimized data management system 
for data loading & retrieval
• ... like a relational database
• ... like a analytics-optimized database












































Peter A. Boncz, Martin L. Kersten, and Stefan Manegold. 2008. Breaking the memory wall in MonetDB. 

















NX Constitution Galaxy Defiant Intrepid
1 1 1 1 1















































































...do we really want this?
data <- dbGetQuery(conn,"
 SELECT t1,COUNT(t1) AS ct FROM (
  SELECT CAST(flux as integer) AS t1 FROM starships WHERE 
   ( (speed = 5) ) AND ( (class = 'NX') ) ) AS t 





nxw5 <- subset(data,class=="NX" & speed==5)$flux
t <- tabulate(nxw5,100)
normalized <- t/sum(t)
R-style data manipulation & aggregation
The virtual data object for R
Meanwhile
data <- monet.frame(conn,"starships")
SELECT * FROM starships;
nxw5 <- subset(data,class=="NX" & speed==5)$flux
SELECT * FROM starships WHERE class = 'NX' AND speed = 5;
SELECT flux FROM starships WHERE class = 'NX' AND speed = 5;
t <- tabulate(nxw5,100)
SELECT t1,COUNT(t1) AS ct FROM (SELECT CAST(flux as integer) AS 
t1 FROM starships WHERE class = 'NX' AND speed = 5) AS t WHERE 





unique <- function(x, incomparables = FALSE, ...) 
UseMethod("unique")
# MonetDB.R









plot(0,0,ylim = c(0,0.1),xlim = c(0,100),type = "n")
for(i in 1:length(classes)){ 
 tclass <- classes[[i]]
 ct <- tabulate(subset(wcflux5,class==tclass)$flux,100)
 normalized <- ct/sum(ct)
 lines(data.frame(x=seq(1,100),y=normalized))
}





























plot(0,0,ylim = c(0,0.2),xlim = c(0,60),type = "n")
for(i in 1:length(classes)){ 
 tclass <- classes[[i]]
 ct <- tabulate(subset(wcflux5,class==tclass)$flux,60)




SELECT DISTINCT(class) FROM starships;
SELECT t1,COUNT(t1) AS ct FROM (SELECT CAST(flux as integer) 
AS t1 FROM starships WHERE ( (speed = 3) ) AND ( (class = 










Plain R PostgreSQL + R monet.frame
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Thank You!
Questions?
str()
print()
summary()
names() dim() length()
head()
tail()
[]$
subset()
na.omit()
sample()
abs()
sign()
sqrt()
floor()
ceiling()
trunc()
round()
signif()
exp()
log()
sin()
+
-
*
/
min()
max() sum()
range()
sd()
var()
quantile()
aggregate()
merge()
sort()
range()
tabulate()
CRAN: MonetDB.R
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